Calendar of ToIP Meetings

This is the shared Trust over IP shared calendar. It displays the recurring series of All Member, Steering Committee, Communications Committee, Working Group and Task Force meetings that are open to all members.

PLEASE NOTE: due to the underlying calendar software (which the ToIP Foundation does not control), the calendar may be shown in EITHER your local time zone OR in Eastern Standard Time. (A quick way to check is to look for the ACDC Task Force meeting every Tuesday — if it appears from 10:00-11:00AM, then the calendar is displaying in Eastern Time — otherwise it should be displaying in your local time zone.) Remember to scroll up or down to see the complete 24 hours to view meetings intended for other time zones.

NOTE: For the protection of all Members, participation in all Foundation activities including Working Group and Taskforce meetings is limited to members, including their employees, of the Trust over IP Foundation who have signed the membership documents and thus agreed to the intellectual property rules governing participation. If you or your employer are not a member of the working group, we ask that you not participate in Working Group activities beyond observing.

To subscribe using a Google Calendar, please click on the box in the lower right hand corner.

For other calendar applications, please subscribe to our ToIP Calendar here: https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ical/c_el5d54dy5k3reinammgh46hg%40group.calendar.google.com/public/basic.ics